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Cairns Regional Gallery’s major annual fundraising event,
Start Collecting Art! The Affordable Art Auction, is one of the most
popular fixtures on the Cairns arts calendar.
The cornerstone of the Gallery’s annual fundraising activities, Start Collecting Art! is a
two-stage event: an exhibition of dynamic artworks by some of Far North Queensland’s
most exciting contemporary artists, and a fundraising auction that allows you, our
supporters, to acquire works from the exhibition for your own art collections – without
breaking the bank!
Encompassing paintings, sculptures, ceramics, drawings, photographs, original artists’
prints, and more, the Start Collecting Art! exhibition reflects the wonderful diversity of
artistic practice in our region.
Every work in the exhibition is available for purchase. If you would like to acquire
a work, all you need to do is submit a silent bid for it; then, on the closing night of
the exhibition, you will learn if your bid has been successful. Also on closing night,
a number of works (those that have attracted the highest bids) will be auctioned
in an open auction. To assist you with your bidding, this brochure lists the works
in Start Collecting Art! in four pricing tiers (with price estimates based on artist
recommendations).

EXHIBITION
CLOSING
AUCTION

DATE

Friday 10 October 2014

TIME
6.00pm
		
FINAL BIDS
7pm
LIVE AUCTION 7:30pm
AUCTIONEER

Mr Ross Allen

RSVP

8 October 2014

EMAIL

shop@cairnsregionalgallery.com.au

PHONE

07 4046 4800

cnr shields & abbott street, cairns. phone 07 4046 4800
cairnsregionalgallery.com au
Cairns.Regional.Gallery
@cairnsregionalgallery
@cairnsgallery
monday to friday 9am – 5pm, saturday 10am – 5pm, sunday 10am – 2pm, public holidays closed

Unlike those regional galleries in Queensland that are fully funded by local government,
Cairns Regional Gallery is an independent institution. As such, it receives only around
55% of its annual budget as funding from Cairns Regional Council and must therefore
raise around 45% of its own funding each year. By purchasing an artwork from Start
Collecting Art!, you will be enabling the Gallery to continue to both build its Permanent
Collection and develop its programs. You will also be supporting an artist who lives and
works in our region, as artists participating in our fundraising exhibition will receive
fifty per cent of the proceeds from the sale of their works. Some artists have generously
donated full proceeds of their work to the Gallery.
Support from artists has played a vital role in the ongoing success of our annual
fundraiser, and this year well over 50 artists are again taking part in Start Collecting
Art! I thank them all for their generous participation.
I would also like to thank all Gallery staff and Volunteers, and auctioneer Ross Allen,
for making Start Collecting Art! possible.
We hope that you enjoy our fundraising exhibition and auction, and we encourage you
to take advantage of Start Collecting Art! as an opportunity for you to build your own art
collections.
Andrea May Churcher
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CONDITIONS
OF
BIDDING

LOT

1

#

ONLINE CATALOGUE

This selection of works is available for purchase in 2014.

VALUE ESTIMATES

In the online catalogue and in the Gallery exhibition space you will find the estimated
price range for each work to assist you in establishing your bidding price. All the works
in the exhibition have been divided into four tiers of price estimates. Tiers are as follows:
Tier 1: $50 - $250 (reserve: $50)
Tier 2: $251 - $500 (reserve: $75)
Tier 3: $501 - $750 (reserve: $100)
Tier 4: $751 + over (reserve: $125)

SILENT BIDS

Works will be sold through a process of silent bidding. Each work in the Gallery
exhibition space will have a bidding sheet that will allow registered bidders (see below)
to view the latest bid price and then record their bid. All bids must increase in $10.00
increments. All registered bidders can increase their bids at any time until the close of
bidding at 7.00pm on Friday 10 October.

LIVE AUCTION

At the close of bidding at 7.00pm on Friday 10 October the works that have attracted the
highest silent bids will go to a live auction. Each of the other works will go to the person
who has placed the highest silent bid.

REGISTRATION

To be able to bid you must register. Registration forms are available at the Gallery. Cost
of registration is $5.00 ($4.00 Members) and this allows you to bid on multiple works.

CONDITIONS OF BIDDING

The terms and conditions of bidding for the silent auction and live auction are available
at the Gallery or on our website.

ABSENTEE BIDS

We welcome absentee bids for those unable to visit the Gallery. Absentee bidder forms
and terms and conditions are available on our website.

SUCCESSFUL BIDDERS

The Gallery will notify all successful bidders in the week following the close of the
exhibition. Invoices are payable within 14 days by cash, cheque or credit card.

Brian ROBINSON
lives Cairns QLD

Keeper of the blooms, 2014
palight plastic, timber (dowel)
enamel spray paint
42 x 49 x 9cm

Brian Robinson is a multi-skilled contemporary artist whose
practice includes printmaking, painting, sculpture, installation
and design. Robinson is also a respected curator of Torres Strait
Islander heritage. Based in Cairns, Far North Queensland, his art
is reflective of the region’s tropical environs and imbued with the
customs, traditions and lifestyles of his people.
Robinson has had nine successful solo exhibitions and in 2013
was the recipient of the Western Australian Indigenous Art
Award, the nation’s richest Indigenous arts prize for exceptional
achievements by an Australian Indigenous artist. Robinson was
selected from 137 nominations received from across Australia.
His work is held in the collections of the National Gallery of
Australia, Queensland Art Gallery and National Gallery of Victoria.

Tier 4:
$751 + over
(reserve $125)

LOT

LOT
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#

Euan MACLEOD
lives Sydney NSW

Rowingman, 2013
acrylic on paper
29 x 39cm

#

Euan Macleod’s symbolic works explore the human figure in the
Australian landscape as a psychological state of existence. Sombre and
evocative Macleod imprints his moods onto the landscape.
Macleod was awarded the prestigious Archibald Prize in 1999 for his selfportrait and he won the Sulman Prize in 2001. And was a finalist in the
Wynne Prize in 1998, 1999 and 2003.
Macleod has exhibited throughout Australasia and is represented in the
National Gallery of Australia, the National Gallery of Victoria, New England
Regional Art Museum, Wollongong Art Gallery, Heide Park and Art Gallery,
the New Parliament House Collection and the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York.

Tier 4:
$751 + over
(reserve $125)

Tate ADAMS AM
lives Townsville QLD

Untitled, 2001
woodcut print
19.5 x 19.5cm

Born in Ireland where he established himself as an accomplished
printmaker, Tate Adams AM moved to Melbourne in 1952. In 1960, he
set up the artist print department at the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology (RMIT), where he taught for 22 years. Adams is acknowledged
as both improving technical standards and developing printmaking as a
respected art form in Australia.
In 1966, he established Crossley Gallery, the only commercial gallery in
Australia devoted exclusively to printmaking.
Now in his early 90s, Adams was still engaged in his own artistic pursuits
until recently. In 2010 Adams was made the Inaugural Honorary Fellow of
the Print Council of Australia.
Adams has held many solo exhibitions and is represented in the Art
Gallery of New South Wales, University of Melbourne as well as private
and Regional Gallery Collections.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

LOT
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#

Ian SMITH
lives Cairns QLD

Classical head, 2014
acrylic on canvas
38 x 35cm

Born in 1950, Ian Smith spent his childhood in Cairns, matriculating
from Trinity Bay State High School in 1967. In 1986, Smith left to study
architecture at the University of Queensland but at the end of the year
took a job as a bank clerk. This was the beginning of his journeying to
and from Cairns, around Australia and later overseas.
From 1970 to 1972 Smith studied Art and Design at Prahran College of
Technology in Melbourne followed by a stint painting television props
for Channel 9 in Melbourne. In 1973 he took up a position as a full-time
lecturer in painting and drawing at the Queensland College of Art in
Brisbane. (Smith held this position until 1979 when he began working
full-time as a professional artist).
Smith’s work is included in all major Australian public collections in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, the City of Emmen, Belgium, and
the National Collection of Ghana.

Tier 4:
$751 + over
(reserve $125)

Ian WALDRON
lives Cairns QLD

Billy Tea and Tim Tams, 2014
digital print on board
63 x 56 cm (each)

Ian Waldron is a Kurtjar man who pays tribute to the story of the Kurtjar
people in his homeland of the Gulf of Carpentaria through his art.
Recurring subject matter in his works comprises characters, sites and
memories, which are important to the artist, such as Bloodwood totem
and black cocktatoo.
In 1995 his work attained national recognition by winning the Telstra
Open Painting Category Award and in 2010 Waldron won the prestigious
Glover Prize for landscape painting. Waldron’s work has been exhibited
nationally (Archibald, Wynne & Dobell Prizes) and has been selected as a
finalist three times in The Wynne Prize at the AGNSW. He is represented
in significant public and private collections including the Museum & Art
Gallery of the Northern Territory Collection, Parliament House Collection,
University of Western Sydney Collection and the Glover Prize Collection.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

LOT
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Ray CROOKE OAM
lives Cairns QLD

Untitled (Double Island), nd
acrylic on canvas
12 x 20cm

#

Ray Crooke OAM was born in 1922 in Melbourne Victoria.
Undoubtedly one of Australia’s most popular artists, Crooke’s dinstinctive
paintings of Australian land and seascapes are renowned for their bold
colour and tranquil imagery. The water and the unspoiled cultures of the
South Sea islands and their people are masterfully captured in these
vibrant island landscapes.
In 1969, Crooke won The Archibald Prize for his Portrait of George
Johnston. Collections include National Gallery of Australia, Art Gallery of
New South Wales, National Gallery of Victoria, Queensland Art Gallery, Art
Gallery of Western Australia, Art Gallery of South Australia, Tasmanian
Museum and Art Gallery, Newcastle Regional Art Gallery, University Art
Museum, Reserve Bank of Australia, Fairfax Collection Vatican Collection,
as well as private collections in Australia and overseas.

Tier 4:
$751 + over
(reserve $125)

Geoff DIXON
lives Cairns QLD

Over the garden fence, 2001
acrylic and oil on canvas
60 x 60cm

Geoff Dixon was born in Bluff, New Zealand in 1954, and studied graphic
design at the Christchurch Technical Institute, (1974-75). He was the
1997 Art Foundation’s Artist-in-Residence in Southland, and the Art
Centre of Christchurch’s Artist-in-Residence, 2007-8.
Dixon has long been concerned with the fragility of the natural world
alongside the human drive for collection and preservation, and with
our contribution to the tragedy of extinction. He confronts his audience
regularly with the unsettling fact that a third of New Zealand’s remaining
bird species are in serious decline. Dixon uses birds on the verge of
extinction to reflect the state of our ecology and he says that the
paintings are also ‘portraits of us.’

Tier 4:
$751 + over
(reserve $125)

LOT

LOT
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Arone MEEKS
lives Cairns QLD

Trade Routes... a saltwater
connection, 2013
acrylic on canvas
60 x 75cm

#

Arone Raymond Meeks was born in 1957 at Laura in Far North
Queensland. his traditional country. He is a Kuku Midigi man, currently
living in Cairns.
Meeks’ work employs images and themes arising out of his concern with
the issue of land rights.
A former member of the Boomalli urban Aboriginal artist’s co-operative,
he won an Australia Council fellowship to study in Paris in 1989 and went
on to exhibit throughout Europe and North and South America.
Meeks produces paintings, sculpture and prints that express a passion for
country, spirituality, sexuality and politics.
He is represented in many public collections in Australia including the
National Gallery of Australia and the Queensland Art Gallery and in
international collections including the Institute of American Indian Art,
Sante Fe, and the Bibliotech National de Paris.

Tier 4:
$751 + over
(reserve $125)

Claudine MARZIK
lives Cairns QLD

Team of 4, 2014
acrylic on paper on board
22 x 31cm

Claudine Marzik is best known for her large abstract works influenced
by the Queensland environment and her paintings of vessels. Marzik has
held major exhibitions within Australia and exhibits her work overseas.
Marzik has been a finalist and winner of several Art Awards interstate,
including the 2013 Painting Prize, Waterhouse Natural Science Art Prize
held at the South Australian Museum Adelaide. Her work is represented
in collections in a number of Regional Gallery Collections including
Cairns Regional Gallery and her work is in many private collections in
Australia and overseas.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve $75)

LOT

LOT
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#

Anna EGLITIS
lives Cairns QLD

Rainforest morning, 2013
hand-coloured linoprint
58 x 25cm
(76 x 65 mounted)

#
Anna Eglitis’ images reflect the beauty of the tropical world, the
rainforest, rivers and the extraordinary coral reefs. Eglitis was
a scholarship student at the National Art School in Sydney and
curated the first Indigenous exhibition at the Cairns Regional
Gallery and has worked closely with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
artists as they have sought to rediscover their culture through
art, talking with elders to find links with ancestors and learning
the history of their people. Eglitis’ work is represented in the
collections of national, state and regional art galleries including
the National Gallery of Australia and private collections in
Australia and overseas.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Beverley BUDGEN
lives Cairns QLD

Loch Insh dingy, 2007
mixed media
38 x 50.7cm

Beverley Budgen’s engaging themes reflect the richness of her
surroundings, the love of family, travel to distant ports and places and
the magic found in nature. Budgen is an established artist with more
than forty years experience exhibiting in solo and group exhibitions.
Local awards include the Federal Member for the Leichhardt Award
Cairns, (acquisitive 2000) and the Bendigo Bank Award Cairns,
(acquisitive 2002). Her work is represented in numerous collections in
Australia and overseas.

LOT

11
Little family, 2014
raku fired ceramics, raku glazes
and underglazes, stamped
4 pieces dimensions variable,
tallest piece 18.5 x 13cm

$501 - $750
(reserve: $100)

LOT

13

#

Craig HOY
lives Cairns QLD

Tier 3:

#
Craig Hoy’s abstract paintings and vibrant ceramic works explore
the nature of horizons and increasingly their use as humanistic
metaphors. Hoy has studied and worked widely throughout
Australia and has been represented in solo and group exhibitions
throughout Australia. His work is held in the collections of Cairns
Regional Gallery, Toowoomba Regional Gallery and Artbank as
well as numerous private collections throughout Australia and
overseas.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Cheryl HARRISON
lives Port Douglas QLD

Fade, 2014
mixed media
50 x 40cm

Cheryl Harrison’s current work signifies a departure from her semi
abstract style, toward an emphasis on mark making.
Fade is based on her observations and studies whilst travelling in Cuba.
It explores cultural and sociological perspectives on beauty versus
decay.
Harrison has been a full-time exhibiting artist for over 20 years with
half that time spent in the UK. She has a BA in Fine Art and a Masters
Degree in Visual Arts. Works are held in private collections in Australia,
UK, New Zealand, USA & Canada.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

LOT
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Dominic JOHNS
lives Cairns QLD

Ornithoptera everyday, 2014
smalti glass and
polymer cement on ply
35.5 x 28cm

#
With an extensive career in the tiling industry, Johns set up
Shardworks – Mosaic Design Studios in 2000. He has spent
considerable time in remote Indigenous communities and
overseas, promoting mosaic as a medium. His shell sculpture
Telescopus on the Cairns Esplanade won a prestigious Mosaic
Arts International Award. He is also co-curator of the Blunt Edge
of Portraiture exhibition and is a regular contributor in group and
solo exhibitions.

Tier 3:
$501 - $750
(reserve: $100)

Ian HORN
lives Cairns QLD

Originally from Melbourne, Ian Horn is a painter and jazz musician whose
musical structures translate into his acrylic painting and printmaking.
Horn has been a finalist in several national art awards including the
Adagio for brush and canvas, 2014 Perth prize, the Gauchino Lauro prize, the Central Queensland Art Award
acrylic on canvas
and he most recently won the Cairns Reef Casino Art Award in 2008. Horn
40 x 40cm
has been represented in solo and group exhibitions throughout Australia,
India and Japan. He was for many years an instructor at the renowned
Bangguu Minjaany ATSI Centre in Cairns TAFE.

LOT

15
Leo, 2014
mixed media on canvas
30 x 41cm

$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

17

#

Edward KOUMANS
lives Cairns QLD

Tier 2:

#
Ed Koumans is well known for his 1993 Environmental Figures:
Personal Myth series, which established him as a recognisable
regional practitioner of Far North Queensland. Kouman’s works of
acrylic and bitumen on paper reinforce his interest in the North
Queensland environment and character, often referencing post
colonialism, Australian culture and the link between people and place.
Images of ‘men and crocs’ are common in Kouman’s work, created
with his trademark scratch-back techniques and layering of colour.
Kouman’s work is held by Queensland Art Gallery, Artbank, Museum of
Brisbane, Cairns Regional Gallery and private collections in Australia
and overseas.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Janelle WILLIAMS
lives Cairns QLD

Upholstered interior, 2014
mixed media
36 x 41 x 15cm (irreg)

Janelle Williams is the Visual Arts Head of Department at Trinity Bay
State High School in Cairns and a founding member of the Crate 59
Artist-run-initiative and artist studios in Cairns. Since then she has
participated in regular group and solo shows. Her work explores
abandoned interiors, spaces and surfaces which have imprinted upon
them the evidence of habitation and manipulation. The constructed
spaces are built up with layers of interior paint, glues, strapping pine, old
and new ply boards, Tasmanian oak veneers and remnant veneers. What
often remains in the picture frame is a deconstruction that reveals traces
of the processes used to create the construction.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

LOT
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Hiromi ASHLIN
lives Cairns QLD

Haru (Spring), 2014
work on paper
30 x 37cm

#
Hiromi Ashlin’s art is influenced by her Japanese heritage and her
connection to the Australian landscape. Ashlin has participated
in many group and solo exhibitions nationally and internationally
and held the Guinness World Record for folding 100 origami paper
cranes in 2008.
Using the technique of Origami and Japanese ‘Washi’ papers with
calligraphy inks, she interprets inspirations as contemporary
works. Often informing her designs is the Japanese tradition of
making ‘1000 cranes’ as a symbol to wish for happiness, good luck
and peace.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Hayley GILLESPIE
lives Cairns QLD

Girt by Sea, 2014
oil on ceramic
9 inch plate

Born in London in 1972, Hayley Gillespie relocated to Cairns in 1996.
She has been a professional artist since 1989 in a variety of guises,
from theatre and set design, artwork for London Council and Royal Parks,
and designing and decorating children’s furniture for the exclusive retail
stores of London.
In Australia she has worked in painted advertising, brochure design, sign
writing and murals.
Deciding to concentrate on canvas in 2003, she draws inspiration from
her own childhood in the 1970`s, The colour and lifestyle of Australia,
and the iconography of both.
Gillespie’s work is held in numerous private collections.

LOT

19
The killing jar, 2014
assemblage
glass, paper, wire, watercolour
40 x 40cm (irreg)

$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT

21

#

Helen SMYTHE
lives Cairns QLD

Tier 1:

#
Helen Smythe produces a variety of work, most commonly assemblage
and mixed media. Most of her pieces include the use of silk, wire,
thread, paper, watercolour paint and found objects. Her current focus
is centred on the dichotomous aspects of entomological collections –
capture, death, display and ownership versus the passive appreciation
and preservation of various species through viewing them living in
the natural world. Smythe has exhibited work in a number of group
exhibitions held within the region.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Tijn MEULENDIJKS
lives Kuranda QLD

Untitled, 2014
plant pigments on paper
29 x 37cm

Tijn Meulendijks is a Dutch born installation artist with a Masters
training in floral art. Meulendijks works with nature and vegetation in
particular. His lifelong interest in botany and the human perception
of nature has become the greatest influence in his art. Since 2003 he
has exhibited installations in the Netherlands and Australia, showing
at Upholstery Contemporary Arts, Cairns Regional Gallery, Umbrella
Studios in Townsville, the Arc Biennial, Brisbane, Noosa Regional Gallery
and KickArts Contemporary Arts, Cairns. Meulendijks was selected to
participate in Water’s Edge: creating environments, the Floating Land
residency with Noosa Regional Gallery and the Strand Ephemera in
Townsville.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT

LOT
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Julie MCENERNY
lives Cairns QLD

Banana flower 2/20, 2014
etching hand-finished
with graphite
27 x 39cm

#
Julie McEnerny’s contemplative works reflect on the duality of
humanity and the inanimate realm, through the mediums of drawing,
painting and printmaking. Since embarking on full-time practice in
2008, McEnerny has held five solo exhibitions, four of which constitute
her Offshoots botanical series, and she has participated in over twenty
group exhibitions. She was awarded the Cairns Post Portrait Prize
in 2007. During 2009 she accepted a Botanical Artist residency with
Cairns Botanic Gardens and Tanks Arts Centre, which led to a series of
five annual exhibitions: Offshoots I-V. A retrospective of these works
is now touring fourteen venues throughout Australia including the
Australian National Botanic Gardens in Canberra.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve $75)

Mark SKELCHER
lives Cairns QLD

History painting No.1
(Captain Myna), 2014
acrylic on canvas
36 x 51cm

Mark Skelcher’s practice explores the language of painting and its
structure, using thick impasto oils to make expressive, process-driven
‘painterly approximations’ about Australian culture, history and identity.
His recent solo exhibition at Cairns Regional Gallery, Crossing the Border
investigated ideas surrounding migration, place, relationships and ‘being
foreign’.
Skelcher has exhibited in group shows in the UK and Australia including
at the University of Central England.
His work is held in The New Technology Institute in Birmingham,
catalogued in Britain’s Public National Collection and also in Private
Collections overseas.

LOT

23
Extinct, 2013
mixed media
15 x 60cm (irreg)

$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

25

#

Ian TUNBRIDGE
lives Gordonvale QLD

Tier 2:

#
Ian Tunbridge from Gordonvale is a relative new-comer to the art
scene. Tunbridge has an inherent passion for collecting industrial
antiques which provided the inspiration to create his quirky
assemblage sculptures. Patinas are one of the many alluring
dimensions of his repurposing philosophy, which cherishes the
intrinsic qualities of objects retired from their original use.
With a shed full of intriguing vintage objects, Tunbridge is never short
of inspiration for his organic creative process. This process is random
at best with minimalorganisation. If an object inspires him, it takes off
from there.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Pamela SEE
lives Brisbane QLD

Duck study, 2013
paper
25 x 17cm

Pamela See practices a contemporary form of papercutting. Her
compositions regularly explore the migrant experience and her cutouts
have also been realised in a variety of industrial media including:
stainless steel, acrylic and sand-blasted granite. See’s artwork has
been exhibited in Australia, China and the US and features in a number
of collections in Australia, China and Hong Kong including the National
Gallery of Australia, Parliament House, the Art Gallery of South Australia,
Swires Properties International (Beijing) and Chinachem (Hong Kong).

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve $75)

LOT

LOT
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#

Lone WHITE
lives Cairns QLD

Hemispheric crater bowl, 2014
ceramics
37 x 12cm

Lone White works in the ceramic medium exploring all available
techniques from primitive forming and firing methods to the use of
modern materials and special firing schedules. Since 1983 White has
participated in 103 group exhibitions held in Australia and overseas
and five solo exhibitions. Her work is represented in the collections
of national, state and regional art galleries including the Queensland
Government Collection, Australian National University, and the Delhi
Blue Pottery Trust in India. During her career she has received 42
ceramic awards.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Olga KAPTEIN
lives HERBERTON QLD

Bird on a wire, 2014
wood, beaten copper
with copper wire
23 x 44 x 28cm

Form and texture are the dominant elements in Olga Kaptein’s sculptural
works. An affinity with recycled material inspires her to maintain the
integrity of the chosen material, as she believes that the process of
creating a sculptured form depends on the essence of a particular
medium. Kaptein has exhibited widely in Far North Queensland and won
the 2009 Cairns Art Society Annual Open award for her sculpture As proud
as a peacock.

LOT

27
Diatomicals, 2014
digital photography
28.5 x 110cm

$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT

29

#

Buck RICHARDSON
lives Cairns QLD

Tier 1:

#
Buck Richardson loves to photograph the natural fauna and flora of
Far North Queensland and use the results to create original digital
art. Over the past few years Richardson has won numerous awards
including the Cardwell Art Prize for Digital Art 2012 and the Cairns
Show Digital Art Award 2012 and was commissioned in collaboration
with Henri Hunsinger to participate in Esplanart 2012. This is
Richardson’s eighth consecutive year of participation in the Cairns
Regional Gallery’s annual fundraising exhibition.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Kristin TENNYSON
lives Cairns QLD

Watch out, 2014
oil on canvas
30 x 30cm

Born in Canada, Kristin Tennyson migrated to Australia in 1993.
She explores the relationship between painterly abstraction and
the living form with narrative themes based on migration, cultural
values and humanity. Tennyson has held several solo shows in Cairns,
Melbourne and the Gold Coast. She has exhibited in numerous award
exhibitions, most recently being selected as a Doug Moran National
Portrait Prize finalist and Sunshine Coast Art Prize finalist. Tennyson’s
work is also held in several public and private collections.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT

LOT
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#

Marcel VARNA
lives Cairns QLD

Tepebunmoda, 2014
paper, metal, plastic and beer
15 x 16cm

#
Marcel Varna was raised in a creative household with a good
workshop that encouraged creative thinking and inventive ideas.
He paints mainly in acrylic, sometimes oil and gouache and large
sculptures are often mixed media, paper, wood, metal, plastic and
glass. Themes such as zombies, hot rods and killer clowns are all
depicted in comic-book, street-art style. Varna has worked on public
art projects in Cairns and has exhibited widely particularly with The
Upholstery Contemporary Art Group, Cairns.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Tracy-Ann REES MORTIMER
lives Cairns QLD

Going home, 2014
photographic transfer
30 x 30cm image
46 x 46cm (framed size)

Tracy-Ann Rees Mortimer studied Visual Arts and Photography at the
Ontario College of Art and Design in Toronto, Canada and Florence, Italy.
Since then she has had over 25 shows in Toronto, Florence, Chicago
USA as well as Cairns. Her work is photographic in nature, and at times
autobiographical.
This work is inspired by a recent trip Rees Mortimer made home to
Canada during the bitterly cold winter after her mother’s heart attacks.
The images represent how difficult it is at times to go home, both
because of the memories of the past and the uncertainty of the future.

LOT

31
Weevils in the soup spoons, 2014
mixed media sculpture
22 x 14 x 4.5cm

$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT

33

#

Lorraine LAMOTHE
lives YUNGABURRA QLD

Tier 1:

#
Lorraine Lamothe’s textiles, books and mixed media works have
canvassed environmental motifs, mainly entomological, since the
beginning of her practice. This piece has its origin in the universality
of familial narrative. The creative re-use of existing materials has
been a hallmark. Lamothe has had seven solo exhibitions since 1995
and participated in numerous group shows in Australia, Japan, Ireland
and Canada. Her work is held in public (Australian National University,
PNG Unitech, Stanthorpe Art Gallery, State Library of Queensland) and
private collections in Australia, Canada, Solomon Islands and the USA.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Mollie BOSWORTH
lives KURANDA QLD

Effervescent, 2014
porcelain
13 x 14cm (diameter)

Based in Kuranda in Far North Queensland, Mollie Bosworth has worked
professionally as a ceramist for over 20 years. In 2005, her work was
selected and exhibited in the International Competition of the 3rd World
Ceramic Biennale in Korea and she was awarded an Arts Queensland
major grant for new work. Bosworth has won several awards and
grants and has work in many collections including the Australian
National University, Gold Coast City Council, Townsville City Council and
Queensland State.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

LOT
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#

Regular Rick
lives Cairns QLD

Echoes ,silence, patience and grace
(number 12), 2014
block print and acrylic on board
30 x 44cm

#
Regular Rick uses wood as a raw material or working surface, which
has emerged as the cornerstone of his practice. In 2011 he completed
a Bachelor of Creative Industries with First-Class Honours. During
2011 and 2012 Beresford worked in a variety of arts based roles
and projects with James Cook University, Education Queensland
and KickArts. During this time he has exhibited extensively in solo
exhibitions, group exhibitions and public art works. He is currently a
member of the Crate 59 Artist-run-initiative.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Rose RIGLEY
lives Cairns QLD

Flight II, 2013
mixed media on canvas
30 x 30cm

Rose Rigley is a Cairns-based visual artist whose practice is driven by
concept and process and involves sculptural assemblage, mixed media
encaustic and artist books. Rigley’s focus is the human condition with a
particular emphasis on memory and finding a narrative in the ordinary
and mundane.
In 2010, Rigley co-founded Knock Knock, an Artist-run-initiative,
which has established an ongoing program of curated exhibitions and
collaborative projects. Currently, she is working towards her sixth solo
exhibition, Letters to my father, at the Cairns Regional Gallery. In 2014,
Rigley was awarded an ArtStart grant from the Australia Council for the
Arts.

LOT

35
She’s like a waterfall, 2014
acrylic on assembled timber
31 x 87cm

$50 - $250
(reserve: $50

LOT
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#

Caroline MUDGE
lives Cairns QLD

Tier 1:

#
Caroline Mudge is originally from Adelaide where she completed her
studies in Illustration. Her style is figurative and feminine, comprising
bold colours, textured backgrounds and delicate line work, much of
it painted on recycled materials, wood and found objects. Mudge has
exhibited extensively in group shows both within the far north region
and nationally since 2006 and was featured in Yen magazine’s all
female, Curvy exhibition three years running as well as customising a
limited edition Adidas jacket for a touring show.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Malachi AIRD
lives Cairns QLD

Tablelands, 2014
acrylic on canvas
25 x 30cm

Malachi Aird has had a professional career in the arts since the late
1980s, completing an apprenticeship in Special Effects for film and
television. He went on to become a Madonnaro (Renaissance Old Master
Reproduction Street Artist) and travelled extensivly. He has worked as a
set painter for The Sydney Opera House and held his first public gallery
exhibition at Galerie Pied de Biche in Paris while living in Europe. Malachi
was also fortunate to spend some time working with The Royal Academy
in London, a seminal point in his personal development as an artist.
Now residing in Cairns, Malachi Aird has a studio at Crate 59 and
continues to exhibit locally and nationally in group exhibitions.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50

LOT

LOT
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Margaret UPTON PARKER
lives Cairns QLD

Sunday roast, 2012
acrylic
29 x 24cm (framed)

#
Margaret Upton’s current work is strongly influenced by the social
and cultural interpretations of the characters and people who have
made Australia. She has exhibited widely in Far North Queensland
and Sydney including a recent solo exhibition at the Cairns Regional
Gallery. Upton won the Cairns Art Society 2009 open award for her
painting Carrying the Load. She is enthusiastically supported by many
private colllectors around the world.

Tier 3:
$501 - $750
(reserve $100)

Peter THOMPSON
lives Kuranda QLD
Tattooed Dakine, 2014
ceramic (wood fired)
10 x 28 x 11cm (irreg)

Initially self taught in ceramics through the 1970s and 80s, using the
Anglo-Oriental influences of Bernard Leach and Shoji Hamada.
Study in the USA provided direct exposure to ceramic artists using
influences of Abstract Impressionism in their work, and directed
Thompson’s tendencies toward calligraphic and gestural line and form.
Studio practice concentrates on simple abstractions of classic vessels,
which have evolved from a functional base into a purely aesthetic
dimension.
This work is a Dakine, a formidable female deity from the Tibetan Book of
the Dead.

LOT
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Tangerine evening, 2014
oil on canvas
40 x 35cm unframed

$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT
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#

Louise DERRY
lives Cairns QLD

Tier 1:

#
Louise Derry’s art is inspired by her observations of the Far North
Queensland landscape. Her pastel/paintings are characterised by
clarity. Derry’s work is devoid of people or man-made structures,
reflecting a preference for the untamed wilds of nature. Derry has held
14 solo exhibitions and her work is held in private collections in the
UK, USA, Europe, Japan, Dubai, New Zealand and Australia.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Laurel MCKENZIE
lives Cairns QLD

Ambiguities and hypocrisies are embodied in visual representations of
women, and art has played a major role in gender ideology. McKenzie’s
collage-based works aim to disrupt gendered stereotypes.
Girodet’s Danae time-travels, 2014 McKenzie has held nine solo exhibitions, and has participated in over
photogravure with chine-collÉ
40 group exhibitions in Australia and internationally since graduating in
20 x 27cm image
1970.
Her work is represented in public collections including the National
Gallery of Australia and Artbank as well as private collections in
Australia and overseas. She was awarded the Moya Dyring Residency in
Paris in1981.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT

LOT
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#

Sarah PRATT
lives Cairns QLD

Back together, 2010/13
pen and pencil
21 x 14.8cm

#
Sarah Pratt’s artworks are ever evolving and expanding, drawing on
the internal whilst referencing outside influences such as nature and
environment. She has participated in over 40 group exhibitions in Cairns
and Melbourne and had her first solo show until now, in Cairns in 2010.
Pratt’s work is held in numerous collections across Australia.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

Margaret GENEVER
lives Kuranda QLD

Enter the circus, 2014
engraving on perspex
35 x 35 x 18cm

Margaret Genever’s work consists principally of drawings and prints,
including the traditional forms of relief and intaglio, as well as
combinations of old and new print mediums such as photopolymer and
archival pigment prints. She makes the occasional foray into installation
and other art forms. Outside of exhibition themes, works emerge from
a range of experiences and situations. In the main though, social and
environmental issues are a principal focus. Genever’s images often
include humanimals created from domestic dogs or wild animals, and
are ironic or occasionally more whimsical reflections on human relations
with animals, domestic and wild.

LOT
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Windswept, 2014
wood, resin, ink and wire
15 x 58 x 15cm

$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT
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#

Josie LOWERSON
lives Atherton QLD

Tier 2:

#
Josie Lowerson produces artworks that reflect her passion for threedimensional form and she strives to create fluidity in her sculptural
pieces. She conveys a feminine interpretation of a traditionally male
medium ignoring acceptable rules when working with wood. Most works
combine Australian hardwoods with found objects, metal, paint and other
mixed media materials. Her sculptures are currently held in both public
and private collections throughout Australia and overseas. Lowerson has
exhibited her lifesized sculptures in Chelsea, New York and she is has
worked in Italy, as a resident with galleries in Naples and Rome.

Tier 3:
$501 - $750
(reserve $100)

Barbara DOVER
lives Cairns QLD

High-rise for the homeless, 2014
painted plywood
18 x 65 x 18cm

Barbara Dover’s multidisciplinary practice draws on a range of mediums
including assemblage, installation, photography, video, mixed media and
drawing. Her work predominantly grapples with the visual representation
of the experiences and perceptions of animals and their relationship to
humans. She exhibits regularly in Far North Queensland and interstate.
Her work is held in private collections in Australia and overseas.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

LOT
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#

Mark DANIEL
lives Cairns QLD

Watch out, 2014
acrylic on canvas
30 x 30cm

#
Mark Daniel uses comic-strip conventions to explore themes relating to
contemporary life and the constraints that society places upon us. Daniel
had his first solo exhibition as part of the Cairns Regional Gallery’s Loft
Emerging Artist Program (LEAP) in 2012.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Susan DOHERTY
lives Kuranda QLD

My girl, 2014
found objects
16 x 37cm

Susan Doherty is a painter, sculptor, jewellery designer and installation
artist. Doherty’s works predominately uses found objects – described
by the artist as ‘recycling society’s discarded products of consumerism
and up-cycling other peoples stuff into new life’. Doherty has exhibited
extensively throughout Queensland as well as interstate. She immersed
herself in artistic practice in Vietnam and India, and more recently as an
artist in residency at the Burren College of Art, Ireland (2012).

LOT

47
Sunrise - Charlotte,
variation in blue and gold, 2014
mixed media
29.5 x 180cm

$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT
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#

Rainer H. SCHLUETER
lives Port Douglas QLD

Tier 2:

#
Rainer H. Schlueter holds an MBA in Engineering from the Free University
in Brussels and completed his Art degree at the Belgium Academy of
Fine Arts in Brussels. He has worked in Belgium, France and Italy making
mostly sculptures in marble, granite and basalt stone. He decided to
become a full-time professional sculptor in July 2011 when he moved
to Port Douglas. Since then, his works in in Chillagoe marble, wood and
fibre from the beach and the rainforest. From small to medium scale
sculpture projects, his art is evolving towards outdoor installations and
monumental sculpture groups.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Roland NANCARROW
lives Cairns QLD

Birdwatch, 2014
acrylic on wood and PVC
24 x 193 x 6cm

Roland Nancarrow is a painter, sculptor and public artist. Since 1985 he
has held over 30 solo exhibitions throughout Australia and overseas.
Nancarrow’s most recent exhibition, Taman-Bunga-Baru, was held
at Galeri Seni Mutiara, Penang in 2011. He has also been included in
numerous group exhibitions across Australia, with the most recent being
Psych-O-Tropica, a group exhibition of Cairns artists curated by Sam
Tupou at Mars Gallery in Melbourne.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

LOT

LOT
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#

Michael FERRIS
lives Cairns QLD

Asian carp
(Neville and Friends), 2014
watercolour
28 x 20cm

Michael Ferris is a watercolour artist based in Cairns and living in this
region has given Ferris a great love of the flora and fauna that abounds
here. His paintings of orchids have won him three first prizes in Australian
Artist Magazine’s still life and floral challenges (2002, 2003, 2004). Ferris
had an eight page article in International Artist Magazine published in
April/May 2004.
Ferris held a very successful exhibition of his work at Cairns Regional
Gallery and continues to exhibit widely.

Tier 2:
$251 - $500
(reserve: $75)

Fiona Currey
lives Cairns QLD

Cane Field, 2014
digital image
40 x 20cm

Fiona Currey is an emerging contemporary artist. Until recently, her art
practice and study took a largely traditional path; she studied at the
National Art School, East Sydney (Diploma of Fine Art), and Ultimo TAFE
(Diploma of Photography), and followed this with a course in oil painting
at the Charlie Shead Studio School.
A hiatus to raise her family was followed by an active re-awakening of
Currey’s art practice. A Bachelor of Creative Industries at James Cook
University led to a re-evaluation with recent exhibitions in Sydney, Cairns
and an upcoming event in Germany.
Currey’s desire to exert control over the viewer’s experience to achieve
what she terms the Authentic Moment.

LOT
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A ray of optimism, 2014
acrylic on canvas
40 x 120cm

$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

LOT
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#

Keith SCANLON
lives Cairns QLD

Tier 1:

#
This painting is derived from an earlier formal portrait that Keith Scanlon
undertook of Ray Crooke several years ago. The making of sketches, notes
and photo references enabled Scanlon to enjoy and share the memories,
anecdotes and experiences of Ray Crooke’s artistic career.
Crooke was 85 years of age when Scanlon painted his portrait and the
passion and pleasure of his continuous artwork was inspirational.

Tier 3:
$501 - $750
(reserve $100)

Wendy SCANLON
lives Cairns QLD

That old black magic, 2013
mixed media
61.25 x 21.5cm

Seed pods, leaves and driftwood washed and tossed about by sand, sea,
wind and weather inspire Wendy Scanlon. By embellishing these natural
works of art with colour and pattern she aims to give them another life: it
is this notion of ‘recycling’ which excites and inspires Scanlon the most.

Tier 3:
$501 - $750
(reserve $100)

LOT
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Rachel PLATTE
lives Cairns QLD

Melted eggs (accidents
happen), 2014
ceramics
33cm x 22cm (variable)

Known for her detailed patterns, Rachel Platte’s ceramics are a work
of patience and a contemplation of the relationship between form
and pattern. Subtle earth tones form a predominant part of the artist’s
expression.
Platte has participated in numerous group exhibitions around Cairns since
2008, including Melting Pot and more recently, the Naissance emerging
artist’s exhibition. She won the top award in the 2011 Melting Pot National
Ceramics exhibition at the Cairns Regional Gallery.
Platte received a Diploma in Visual Art in 2009 from the Tropical North
Queensland Institute TAFE.

Tier 1:
$50 - $250
(reserve: $50)

